HUNTER HOUSE
GARDENS
GARDENS

Mr. Stewart Gray
HLC Senior Preservation Planner
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Historic Landmarks Commission
2100 Randolph Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28207

Dear Stewart,

We are Hunter House and Gardens' current owners (the former Ranson House Circa 1913) located at 412 S. Old
Statesville Road in Huntersville, NC. We are writing today to express our general support regarding the
expansion of Old Statesville Road and the new roundabout project, which we understand to be currently on
hold.

We have a few concerns and reservations outlined here:

1. Construction: We request a schedule of the projected timing of the Project in order to plan around. The
major concern here is the condition of the front lawn which could potentially affect the planned life-events
of our clients and the towns' citizens.
2. Clean up: The town purchased two "Holly" trees from us then left them to die on the road's side. They also
authorized the relocation of utilities. We now have thick, large utility wires and poles protruding from our
front lawn beyond the easement. Are these dangerous? When will they go away? We have scheduled
photography and other events where we do not know what to tell our clients.
3. Historic Trees and Root System: The root system of the 110+ year old trees should be a concern for the
town. We do not want to lose these trees. Along these same lines, we want to ensure that all historic
vegetation is protected and conserved.
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4. Rendering and signage: Why hasn't the town placed large, commercial-appropriate signage that visually
presents the project? A sign depicting the project's vision will help create buy-in from your citizens and
help to build excitement for this corridor. Hunter House and Gardens sells "image" and has a brand that
corresponds to that image, that brand is affected by the unknown construction timeline and the absence of
a clear vision. To this end, we hereby request a commercial rendering of the project with details on how
this rendering might be displayed during the construction period.
Noise and Chaos: In December of 2019, we held a weekend Santa event for children. That event included a
sleigh, a snowy landscape (Hollywood snow), and the hiring of Santa and Mrs. Claus. The sleigh, a unique piece
from the late 1800s, was set up on the front lawn to provide optimal family pictures to those who attended.
Coincidentally, during the same weekend the town allowed the fire department to hold a fire training exercise
in the abandoned building across the street. With the building's deconstruction during this fire-training activity and multiple fire trucks in attendance, our quiet Chirstmas event turned into a chaotic mess. The dust and
construction noise resulted in the relocation of Santa, Mrs. Claus, and the children and parents. Is the town
unable to investigate a business's publicly scheduled programs and decipher on its own when they should
coordinate activities like this one? These same concerns are also applicable to the construction project, demolition work, and utility relocation. There is quite a bit of maintenance that goes into a home like Hunter House
and Gardens, which entails significant time and expense from an owner's perspective. We are seeking a open
line of communication to best serve the town, its citizens and the historic home.

In closing, we support the idea of this project generallty. We believe that it very well may add value to the
historic home and the corridor. We are uncertain of how much value it will take away between now and when
it is complete.

Best,
Ellen and Frank Loncz
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